Refractive elements are commonly used on Cassegrain-form telescopes to correct off-axis aberrations and both widen and flatten the field. Early correctors used two lenses with spherical surfaces, but their performance was somewhat limited. More recent correctors have three or four lenses with some including at least one aspheric surface. These systems produce high resolution images over relatively wide fields but often require the corrector and mirrors to be optimized together. Here we present a new corrector design using five spherical lenses. This approach produces high image quality with low distortion over wide fields and has sufficient degrees of freedom to allow corrector to be optimized independent of the mirrors if necessary.
Introduction
Designs of refractive field correctors for wide-field Cassegrain-form telescopes are found throughout the literature. They range in complexity from a single element with an aspheric surface to designs featuring four elements, all with spherical surfaces, with almost every conceivable variation found between these extremes. Optical performance is exceptional when the mirrors and lenses are optimized together, but when the mirrors are already fixed, a new corrector approach with five spherical lenses allows extremely high image quality with near zero optical distortion if desired. Here we present highlights from the design space of refractive field correctors and discuss the new approach using five spherical lenses.
Known Approaches for Cassegrain-Form Correctors
The basic Cassegrain-form telescope dates to the 17 th century, but limitations in fabrication, testing and the understanding of off-axis optical aberrations, limited the classic Cassegrain to relatively long focal length, narrow-field instruments. Schwarzschild's 1905 theory of third order off-axis aberrations, is generally thought to have provided the understanding necessary for development of three basic two-mirror aplanatic telescope designs. The best two mirror aplanat is the now famous Ritchey-Chrétien.
The Ritchey-Chrétien (RC) telescope was developed sometime after 1910. It represents a significant advance in optical design, correcting both spherical aberration and coma, but it does suffer from slight astigmatism and field curvature. In practical terms, the RC is capable of much higher performance than the classic Cassegrain, but still requires refractive correctors to produce wide-field images on flat focal surfaces.
Over the century since invention of the RC telescope, many approaches to field correctors were published, the earliest thought to be Sampson's three lens prime focus corrector [1] . Ross pursued similar correctors and also explored two lens correctors for Cassegrain-form telescopes [2] . Wynne published multiple designs for both prime focus and Cassegrain focus correction. A good review of such correctors is found in a paper by Epps [3] . Gascoigne also explored refractive field correctors, but mostly pursued aspheric plates.
Historically, the RC was designed as a simple reflective instrument with refractive correctors added later to widen and flatten the field. In recent years, entire lens-mirror systems have been optimized together resulting in significantly wider fields at shorter focal ratios. In the sections below, we present examples of several corrector designs.
Single Lens Approaches
Examples of single element correctors are few. If not designed carefully, they suffer chromatic aberration and are of relatively narrow field. Careful design however suggests that performance from single aspheric plates can be surprising. Design examples include the Irene DuPont 100 inch and the Henrietta Swope 40 inch telescopes at the Las Campañas Observatory in Chile [4] . Both telescopes favor a slightly curved focal surface, but are routinely used with flat surface imaging media. The DuPont telescope operates at f/7.45 with a 1.45deg field while the smaller Swope telescope operates at f/6.95 over the same angular field. Image quality of either telescope is sub-arcsec, but it should be noted that both telescopes deviate from the classic RC configuration with their mirrors including higher order aspheric terms.
Two Lens Approaches

Spherical Solutions
Telescopes using two spherical lenses include the VLT (Very Large Telescope) with its focal plane adapter lens (FPL) and the DCT (Discovery Channel Telescope) in RC configuration. The VLT was designed as a purely reflective instrument with the FPAL added later [5] . The VLT FPAL is not a wide-field system, but then it was never intended to be a survey instrument. The optical prescription has not been published, but it is known to use a plano convex lens followed by a bi-concave lens and results in a curved focal surface.
In RC configuration, the DCT will have a field of 0.5deg. As the DCT will convert from a prime focus instrument with a 2.0deg full field, to an RC system with a 0.5deg field, overall optimization had to consider both configurations [6] . Figure 1 shows the approximate corrector configuration for the DCT. The exact prescription has not been published.
Aspheric Solutions
A number of telescopes use some form of aspheric plate for at least one of the corrector elements. Two better known examples of this design approach are the Sloan telescope from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and the 1.3m wide-field survey instrument at the US Naval Observatory (USNO) at Flagstaff Station. The SDSS features a 2.5m aperture, operates at a final focal ratio of f/5 and attempts to image a full 3.0deg field [7] . The published prescription for the SDSS suggests that image quality near the edge of the field degrades quickly. Figure 2 shows the corrector configuration for the SDSS. A newer telescope using aspheric corrector plates is the 1.3m USNO system [8] . It images a full field of 1.7deg using a final focal ratio of f/4.0. The optical prescription has not been published but the telescope is believed to be of classic RC configuration and uses a single aspheric plate in combination with a spherical lens. Optical performance is quite high.
Yet another example of two element correctors with at least one aspheric surface is the one degree imager (ODI) for the WIYN telescope. An earlier design featured three spherical lenses [9] , but the most recent publications suggest that the final build design will have two lenses, one with an aspheric surface [10] .
Three Lens Approaches
Recently, wide-field RC telescopes with three lens correctors have entered service. The third lens, introduces additional degrees of freedom resulting in excellent image quality over very wide fields. These telescopes are usually optimized as complete systems, but there are examples where the reflective and refractive systems were optimized independently. Four examples briefly mentioned here include the one degree imager (ODI) for the WIYN telescope, the VLT Survey Telescope (VST), PanStarrs and the SkyMapper.
All Spherical Corrector Systems
An early design for the one degree imager for WIYN telescope featured three spherical lenses plus a four component, two group atmospheric dispersion compensator (ADC) [9] . The 3.5m telescope operates at a focal ratio of f/6.29 and is intended to image a 1 x 1deg square. Image quality is quite high, but a careful examination indicates that aberrations have been carefully balanced, one against another, across the field. Image quality of the final two-lens version [10] appears slightly higher but at the expense of an aspheric surface and tighter tolerances.
The VLT survey telescope (VST) is another example of a three-lens design [11] . Like the WIYN ODI, different designs were published before the system was finally built, but in final form, the VST images a 1.47deg field at a focal ratio of f/5.5 through a 2.6m aperture. Broadband image quality is quite high, easily sub-arcsec. The VST differs significantly from the WIYN ODI in that its mirrors and lenses were optimized together.
Three Lens Correctors with One Aspheric Surface
With complexity increasing from all spherical solutions, we find examples of correctors with three lenses and a single aspheric surface. One high performing example of this approach is the PanStarrs telescope presently operating on the island of Maui. It features a 1.8m aperture and images a 3.0deg field at a focal ratio of f/4.44 [12] . Image quality is very high broadband and approaches the diffraction limit within narrow bands. The third lens (nearest the focal surface) has a single aspheric surface. The design is not a strict RC as both mirrors include 6 th order corrective terms. Figure 3 shows the corrector assembly for an earlier PanStarrs design. Another recent three lens corrector is that for the SkyMapper telescope [13, 14] . SkyMapper is smaller than PanStarrs, with a 1.35m aperture but images a larger 3.4deg field at a final focal ratio of f/4.78. SkyMapper features a highly innovative design where the first lens is aspheric and the last two lenses, nearly in contact, form an afocal doublet. SkyMapper produces sub arcsec images using a traditional RC solution.
Four Lens Approaches
The best known Cassegrain-form telescope using a four lens corrector is the new MMT (monolithic mirror telescope). With the corrector in place, the 6.5m aperture system operates at f/5 with a 0.5deg [15] . The mirrors and lenses were optimized separately, but image quality is sub arcsec across the full field. The first two elements are oversized for the 0.5deg imaging application as they form part of a three lens, 1.0deg corrector for spectroscopy. Layout of the MMT four lens corrector is shown in Figure 4 . Fig. 4 . Layout of the MMT corrector.
The CTI-II Telescope
The CCD Transit Instrument (CTI) formerly operated on Kitt Peak imaging an 8 arcmin wide strip of sky in drift-scan mode [16] . The telescope was decommissioned in the early 1990s and today is being redesigned to image a 1deg wide strip of sky. A number of optical designs were considered, but a classical Cassegrain proved the best match to the science requirements.
System Requirements
The new CTI telescope (CTI-II) attempts to satisfy a number of competing requirements. The single absolutely fixed constraint was the need to reuse the existing primary mirror. This mirror features a thick front meniscus backed with hand fretted ULE glass. The mirror is 1.8m in diameter and is figured as an f/2.2 paraboloid. This mirror was once the NASA proof of principal mirror for light weight space optics.
The remaining constraints for CTI-II stem from the desired science goals. The telescope is again intended to operate as a transit instrument, imaging a 1.0deg wide strip of sky at 28deg N latitude in four colors, nightly for five years. Repetitive imaging of the same strip allows co-adding images to reach fainter magnitudes and provides a time history (aliased at almost 24 hours) to help detect transient events.
Requirements for precision astrometry and photometry were driven by science goals for the processed images. Being a transit instrument, both extremely high image quality and near zero distortion are required to prevent the smearing of image spots in both right ascension and declination as they drift across the CCDs.
Designs Considered for CTI-II
The CTI-II design study examined a variety of optical layouts before selecting the classic Cassegrain. Designs such as a flat-field Paul-Baker, a two-mirror three-reflection modified Paul, a wide-field prime focus corrector and a wide-field Gregorian were all seriously considered.
Following selection of the Cassegrain configuration, various corrector configurations were optimized together with the secondary mirror. Even though the primary mirror was fixed, optimizing the corrector with the secondary resulted in greater optical freedom and higher overall performance. Various corrector designs ranging from two to four lenses were considered, some all spherical and some with a single aspheric surface.
The highest performing design featured four lenses all fabricated from the same material, either fused silica or type N-BK7 glass. The prescription changes slightly with the different material types, but final performance is nearly identical. The combined optical system was capable of essentially diffraction limited performance over a 1.44deg field with an optical bandpass from 400-1100nm, all with near zero distortion. This corrector was the leading design until fabrication and testing were considered. The asphere was on the front side of lens three, a concave surface with a figure of roughly f/0.5. The surface could be made parabolic, but fabrication and testing remained difficult. Figure 5 shows the layout of this corrector. When distortion is measured as a percentage, most telescope designs appear to be low distortion as even poorly designed systems will result in no more than a few percent distortion. For the CTI-II optical system, 1.0% distortion would result in image spots being more than 120µm, or 2 arcsec, from their ideal locations. The goal for CTI-II is to have image spots deviate from their ideal locations by less than 1µm.
As the four-lens, one-asphere design proved too costly, it was necessary to consider other options. A four-lens design with all spherical surfaces did not have the necessary performance so designs with five spherical lenses were considered.
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The Five Lens Corrector
At first consideration, a corrector with five spherical lenses appears complicated, expensive and would suffer from Fresnel losses at the ten air to glass interfaces. However, the change in cost from four-lens with an expensive conic surface, to five simple spherical lenses is negligible. Depending upon lens size, the five-lens design might even be less expensive.
When examined in detail, five lens correctors are quite interesting. For telescopes which are optimized as a complete system, it is almost always possible to produce a design with three or four lens with image quality as high, or slightly higher than the five lens design. However, five lens designs begin to show their strength when extremely low distortion is required, or when it is necessary to use existing primary and secondary mirrors. In general, when designing a completely new telescope, five lenses might be excessive, but when redesigning an existing telescope, or when a system requires a wide field, high image quality and extremely low distortion, five lens correctors quickly prove their strength.
The Five Lens Corrector for CTI-II
The CTI-II five telescope is required to image a wide field with high image quality and near zero distortion, but as the corrector can be optimized with the secondary mirror, the project is only half a redesign effort. This added flexibility resulted in the corrector having three lenses with plano surfaces. The five lenses are arranged into a triplet-doublet configuration. An alternate design with a doublet-triplet arrangement performed well, but the selected configuration had slight advantages. CTI-II is intended to operate in transit mode, simultaneously imaging in four color. This results in the filters being almost in contact with the focal plane. Lens five of the corrector also serves as the dewar window. Sensitivity of the design to manufacturing and alignment tolerances is stringent but not extreme, being mostly driven by image distortion constraints which results from lenses four and five being near the focal plane. The CTI-II five lens corrector is seen in Figure 6 . Ray traced RMS spot radius is seen in Figure 7 and distortion in Figure 8 . 
The Five Lens Corrector Adapted to Other Telescopes
Many existing Cassegrain form telescopes can be redesigned to include a five lens corrector without changing the existing mirrors. One would not normally do this unless the five lens corrector offered a significant improvement over the existing design. Two such redesigned systems presented here are the SDSS and the WIYN ODI. One problem with making comparisons between new designs and published designs is that frequently, the published prescription does not perform as claimed. The discrepancy is often traced to an error or omission in the published prescription, or problems with optical glass parameters. Unfortunately, it is often impossible to get simulations of a published design to agree with published performance values. This is important to note as there is no intent to malign previous work, only to show the performance of the five lens design approach.
Five Lens Corrector for SDSS
A possible five lens corrector for the Sloan telescope is shown in Figure 9 . This design uses the published prescription for the existing Sloan mirrors. Image quality over the full 3.0deg field and across the 400-1100nm bandpass is quite high, with root mean square (RMS) diameters on the order of ½ arcsec. Figure 10 presents the RMS spot radius for this corrector. 
Five lens corrector for WIYN ODI
A possible five lens corrector for the WIYN telescope duplicating the image field of the ODI is shown in Figure 11 . This design uses the published prescription for the existing WIYN mirrors. Image quality over the full 1.42deg field and across the 400-1100nm bandpass is very high, with root mean square (RMS) diameters on the order of ¼ arcsec. Figure 12 presents the RMS spot radius for this corrector. An added feature of this corrector is its capacity to support low distortion imaging. Figure 13 presents the absolute distortion for this design. While an ADC was not explicitly included here, the five lens corrector also easily adapts to inclusion with glass types such as N-BK7 and N-LLF6. 
Possibilities for the SPM-Twin Wide-Field Telescope
Exploring five lens corrector designs for existing telescopes is an interesting academic exercise, but the chance that any such telescope would be redesigned is small. New systems however, offer an interesting opportunity for the consideration of a five lens corrector. At present, the wide-field system for the San Pedro Mártir Observatory (SPM) Twin 6.5m telescopes is in the midst of design studies [17] . Various three and four lens correctors with an ADC are being considered. One three lens corrector with ADC looks like a five lens corrector as the two prism elements appear to have some optical power [17] . Prescriptions for study designs have not been published making comparison with a new design difficult. To demonstrate the strength of the five lens corrector approach, we present a design with an ADC, imaging a 1.5deg diameter field, with a bandpass from 365-1000nm, operating at f/4.5 and producing images with 
Summary
We have presented what is believed to be a previously unpublished design approach to widefield correctors for Cassegrain-form optical telescopes. The five lens corrector was first developed for the CTI-II telescope (presently in fabrication) but appears to have general utility for a variety of Cassegrain-form telescopes. When it is possible to optimize the telescope mirrors and corrector lenses together, five lenses are not always necessary, but when the mirror prescriptions are fixed, or when high image quality is required simultaneously with low distortion, a corrector of five spherical lenses performs well and avoids the cost and complexity of a corrector with aspheric surfaces.
